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Relational database systems have supported business
applications for over a decade, providing capabilities such
as optimization,
concurrency, recovery and data indepen-

For example, Montage offers a textual document blade
that integrates a third party format convemion suite with a
document data type and a full text indexing access method.

business into a datsbase framework. New applications need
data management systems that handle a variety of data

Queries involving full text search may be combined
tional queries with other data types:

types, such as images, drawings, spatial information,
time
series and documents. These data types must be integrated
with traditional data and with each other in a system that
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provides the same capabilities as relational systems. Relational systems were initially
limited to simple data types:
tional
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The Montage database system supports general extensibility of integrated data types. User definable capabilities
include base and composite types, C and SQL functions,
added to the system using SQL3
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It also implements

eral rules and alertem system. Rules may be placed on data
retrieval as well as on data modification statements. A.lertera
can be used to signal other processes when a rule has fired.

other data typea.

indices. These features are dynamic
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they lack the extensible architecture needed for an integrated solution. Often these extensions appear as wrappem
with restricted capabilities
and limited
integration
with

and functional

com

dors can easily add DataBlades that exploit their own expertise.

dence. Customem now seek to integrate more areas of their

numbers, character strings, dates and money. Although

Architecture
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The Montage system runs as a client-sewer

they are

Servers are supported

language.

in various UNIX
Windows

are also proapplication.

environments.

New types of access methods and storage managers are also
easily added to the system, The optimizer can use new statistics and formulas to determine when to choose a new

functions registered in the database may either be dynamically linked to the server or be mn in the client application

access method and the cost of executing a user defined function.

during development
mance, security).

(debugging)

or Macintosh

Cli-

ents may be on UNIX,

systems. C-

or production

(perfor-

and access methods customized for those types and functions. DataBlades range in specificity and can address tech-

Applications
may employ multiple
DataBlades. For
example an integrated
insurance application
combines
image, document, OCR, spatial, statistical and financial
data, By storing all insurance data, Montage encapsulates
the knowledge of business practices to a centralized repository where it is automatically applied to all application pro-

nical areas (images), industry sectors (medical) or specific
companies
(Medical
Widgets
Corporation).
Data Blades
may be written by Montage, third parties, or end usem.

grams. The true power of the system is in managing
data, rules and functions for a business in a uniformly
sible, integrated extensible database.

In this architecture
can be thought

the database management

of as a “razor”

system

into which technology

spe-

cific “DataBlades”
are inserted. DataBlades are packages of
data types, functions (or methods) defined on those types,
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